The First Season of Badlands Cola Is Here
A Liminal Horror Story Celebrating Canada’s Scariest Provincial Park
VANCOUVER, CANADA – June 21st, 2022 – Season One of Badlands Cola, a full-cast
horror/mystery fiction podcast about liminal nightmares, an eldritch fossil cult, and
hate-flirting, is premiering today across all major podcast platforms.
Listen to Episode 1: No Vacancy, out now.
Set in a region of Canada famous for its alien geography and paleontological history,
Badlands Cola is written and produced by first-time showrunner, Renee Taylor Klint, and
stars veteran voice actors Liz Morey (Roguemaker, Inn Between) and Briggon Snow
(The Bright Sessions, Look Up). Cinematic sound design (courtesy of Sarah Buchynski
and Russ More) and a lovingly curated soundtrack are core pillars for all twelve of this
season’s biweekly episodes, which average ~25 minutes of runtime.
Inspired by empty nighttime spaces, retro technology, and the haunting guitar licks of
old psychedelia, Badlands Cola brings lush vintage atmospheres, perpetually bickering
leads to root for, and plenty of eerie thrills for fans of the rising liminal horror subgenre.
Creator Klint says: “I have these memories of family camping trips in the Badlands. This
epic landscape gives you a sense of being stuck between spaces, between times, and
(terrifyingly) like you don’t belong there. Badlands Cola was born from the desire to
show listeners what it’s like to sit on top of your car in the prehistoric desert, blast
classic rock all night, and wonder what’s out there watching back.”
About Badlands Cola:
There’s something in the mud. Badlands Cola is a cinematic mystery/horror fiction podcast by Renee
Taylor Klint. In a desert town full of strange fossils and even stranger people, hard-hearted PI Sunny and
broken-down radio jockey Strathcona attempt to dig up the skeletal past of a cult before it can reform.
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